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abacus (machine), 45ff, simulation of Turing machine

by, 51ff

abacus-computable function, 46ff

abbreviation, 108ff

accent (′), 64

Ackermann, Wilhelm, see Ackermann function

Ackermann function, 84f

A-correct, 290

Addison, John, see Addison’s theorem

Addison’s theorem, 286, 289ff

addition, abacus computability of, 48f, laws of, 218,

Turing computability of, 29f

address of a register, 46

ampersand (&), 102

analysis, 312ff, axiomatic, 314, predicative, 315

analytical sets, relations, functions, 284

antidiagonal sequence, 18, set, 18

Arabic numerals, see decimal representation

argument(s) of a function, 4

Aristotle, 272

arithmetic (true arithmetic), 150, 207, non-standard

models of, 150f, 302ff, undecidability of, 222,

without addition, 295, without multiplication, 295;

see also P, Q, R

arithmetical classes, 287

arithmetical completeness theorem, see Solovay

completeness theorem

arithmetical definability, see arithmetical sets,

arithmetical classes

arithmetical equivalence of formulas, 205

arithmetical Löwenheim–Skolem theorem, 305, 317f

arithmetical sets and relations, 199, 286ff

arithmetical soundness theorem, 335

arithmetization of syntax, 187ff

arrow (→), 102, 107f, 327

associative laws of addition and multiplication, 218,

of conjunction and disjunction, 245

atomic formula, 107

atomic term, 107

avoidable appeal to Church’s thesis, 83

axiom of choice (AC), 163, 248, 341

axiom of enumerability, 281, of induction, 214, 283,

314, of infinity, 282

axioms of GL, 333, of K, 328, of P, 214–215, of Q,

207f, of R, 216, of S5, 340

axiom scheme, 214

axiomatizable theory, 191, finitely, 191

back-and-forth argument, 345

bars, 262

Barwise, Jon, 341

base-b representation of numbers, 11; see also binary,

decimal, duodecimal

base step in proof by induction, 109, 212–213

basic functions, 64

Behmann, Heinrich, see Löwenheim–Behmann

theorem

Benacerraf, Paul, xii

Bernays, Paul, 233

Berry’s paradox, 227

Bertrand’s postulate, see Chebyshev’s theorem

beta function (β-function) lemma, 203

Beth, Ewart W., see Beth definability theorem

Beth definability theorem, 265ff

biconditional (↔), 102, 108

binary representation of numbers, 11, 21, 89

Boole, George, 272

box (�, �� ), 328, 332

box of an abacus, 46

bound variables, 111, relettering of, 124

bounded minimization and maximization, 77

bounded quantification, 76

branch, 323

Büchi, J. R., see Turing–Büchi proof

busy beaver problem, see productivity

canonical domains, 142, 147

Cantor, Georg, 239; see also back-and-forth argument,

Cantor’s theorem, diagonalization method, zig-zag

enumeration

Cantor’s theorem, 16ff

caret (∧), 328
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categorical theory, see denumerably categorical

Chaitin, Gregory, see Chaitin’s theorem

Chaitin’s theorem, 228f

characteristic function, 73

Chebyshev’s theorem, 204, 238

Ch’in Chiu-shiao (Qin Jiushao), see Chinese

remainder theorem

Chinese remainder theorem, 203

choice, axiom of, see axiom of choice

Church, Alonzo, 239; see also Church–Herbrand

theorem, Church’s theorem, Church’s thesis

Church–Herbrand theorem, 270f; see also dyadic

logic

Church’s theorem, 120, 132, 134, Gödel-style proof

of, 132ff, Turing–Büchi proof of, 126ff

Church’s thesis, 71, 134, 189, 192, avoidable and

unavoidable appeals to, 83, extended, 71

class, 286

clique, 319

closed formula or sentence, 103, 112

closed term, 103

closure properties of recursive relations, 76, of

semi-recursive relations, 81f

closure properties of a set of sentences, 155

code number, 8ff, of an expression, 188, 193, of a

sequence, 12f, of a Turing machine, 36ff

coding operations of a Turing machine, 88ff; see also

code number

coextensive, 296

cofinite, 15

Cohen, Paul, 239

coherence, 301

combining Turing machines, 39

commutative laws of addition and multiplication, 218,

of conjunction and disjunction, 245

compactness theorem, 137, 147ff, and second-order

logic, 279, 283, for truth-functional valuations, 254

complementation principle, 82

complete induction, 213

complete set of sentences, 147, theory, 191

completeness, 148, in modal logic, 329

completeness theorem, see Gödel completeness

theorem, Kripke completeness theorems, Segerberg

completeness theorem, Solovay completeness

theorem

complexity, 228f

composition of functions, 14, 58, 64

comprehension, axiom, 314

concatenation function, 84, 187

conclusion of a rule, 169

condition, 289

conditional (→), 102, 108, 327

conditional probability, 301

configuration of a Turing machine, 27, standard initial

and halting, 31f

congruence axioms, 257

conjunction (&), 75, 102, 107, 327, general (∧), 328

conjunctive normal form, 244, full, 245

connective, 102, zero-place, see constant truth and

falsehood

consequence, logical, 101, 119

conservative extension, 264, 315

consistency, unprovability of, see second

incompleteness theorem

consistency sentence, 232

consistent set of sentences, 169, theory, 191

constant functions, 65

constant symbol, 103, elimination of, 255ff

constant truth and falsehood (⊤, ⊥), 245, 327

constraint, 301

constructive proof, 182, 237f

continuum hypothesis (CH), 239

convex set of points, 326

copying machine, 39

correct, 199; see also A-correct

correspondence, 14

corners (�,�), see Gödel numeral

countable, 3; see also enumerable

Craig, William, see Craig interpolation theorem,

Craig reaxiomatizability lemma

Craig interpolation theorem, 260ff

Craig reaxiomatizability lemma, 198

cryptographic functions, 193

cut elimination, 181

decidable, effectively, 73, recursively, see recursive

sets; semi-recursively, see semi-recursive sets

decidable set of sentences, 191, theory, 191

decimal representation of numbers, 11, 24f

decision problem, 126

decoding, 8

deduction, deducibility, 148, 168f, in modal logic,

328

definability, explicit, 266, implicit, 266; see also

Addison’s theorem, analytical sets, arithmetical

sets, Beth’s definability theorem, predicative and

impredicative, Richard’s paradox, Tarski’s theorem

definition by cases, 74

De Jongh, Dick, see de Jongh–Sambin theorem

De Jongh–Sambin theorem, 336

demonstration, demonstrability, 148, 168f, in modal

logic, 328

denial, see negation

denotation of a symbol, 104, of a term, 115

dense linear order, 152

density, 294

denumerable or enumerably infinite, 4

denumerably categorical, 147

derivation and derivability, 168

description of a time, 130

diagonal lemma, 220f

diagonal sequence, 18, set, 18

diagonalization, method of, 17ff, of a relation, 86, of

an expression, 220

diagram, 164

diamond (♦), 328
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difference function ( .
−), modified, 61, 69

disjunction (∨), 76, 102, 107, 372

disjunctive normal form, 244, full, 245

distributive law of addition and multiplication, 218, of

conjunction and disjunction, 245

dithering machine, 39

divisibility (|), 86

domain of a function, 7

domain of an interpretation or model, 103f, canonical,

142, 147

double arrow (↔), 102, 107f

double turnstile (|=), 114

Dreben, Burton, xii

duodecimal representation of numbers, 11

dyadic predicates and dyadic logic, 271, 275ff

effectively computable function, 23ff, 63

effectively decidable set or relation, 73

effectively semi-decidable set or relation, 80

Elements of Geometry, see Euclid’s Elements

elementarily equivalent, 251

elementary operation of an abacus, 47

elementary subinterpretation or submodel, 251

elimination of quantifiers, 296

empty function, 7

empty language, 103

empty set (Ø), 4

emptying a box, 47

encoding, 8

Enderton, Herbert, 341

entering sentence, 169

entry function, 80

enumerability, axiom of, 281

enumerable, 3

enumerably infinite or denumerable, 4

enumerator, 252

Epimenides or liar paradox, 106, 227

epsilon model (∈-model), 313

equals sign, see identity symbol

equinumerous sets, 14

equivalence, arithmetical, 205

equivalence, axiom of, 257

equivalence, logical, 122, 124f

equivalence class, 143

equivalence relation, 142ff

erasure act of a Turing machine, 26

Erdös–Paul, see Erdös–Szekeres theorem

Erdös–Szekeres theorem, 326

essential undecidability, 222

Euclid of Alexandria, see Euclid’s Elements

Euclid’s Elements, 203, 238

Euler φ-function, 86

existential quantification (∃), 103, 107, bounded, 76

existential sentences and formulas, 164, 247

existential, rudimentary (∃-rudimentary) sentences

and formulas, 204, generalized, 204

exiting sentence, 169

expansion, 247

explicit definability, 266

exponential function (↑), 66, abacus computability

of, 50

exponential-arithmetical (↑-arithmetical)

definability, 200

extended Church’s thesis, 71

extension of an interpretation or model, 250

extension of a set of sentences or theory, 264,

conservative, 264, 315

extensionality axiom, 313f

extensionality lemma, 118, 123

factorial, 68

falsehood, constant (⊥), 245, 327

Fara, Michael, xiii

Felapton, 112

Field, Hartry, xii

finite character, 154, 163

finitely axiomatizable theory, 191

finitely satisfiable sentence or set, 271f, 300; see also

Trakhtenbrot’s theorem

finitism, 238

first graph principle, 82

first incompleteness theorem, 223f

first-order logic, 101ff

fixed point theorem, see De Jongh–Sambin theorem

flow chart, 26

flow graph, see flow chart

forcing (⊢), 289ff, and FORCING, 291ff

formalization, 215

formation sequence, 107, 113, 195

formula, 103, 107f, second-order, 279f

free variables, 111, 195f

Frege, Gottlob, 272, 285

function, 4, one-to-one, onto, 14, partial and total, 7

function symbols, 103, elimination of, 255ff

function variable, 279

GL (system of modal logic), 333ff

Gabbay, Dov, 341

generalized existential-rudimentary (∃-rudimentary)

formula or sentence, 204

generic set, 291ff

Gentzen, Gerhard, see sequent calculus, cut

elimination

Gentzen system, see sequent calculus

glorified Ramsey’s theorem, 325

Glymour, Clark, xii

Gödel, Kurt, 232ff–9, see also completeness theorem,

first and second incompleteness theorems

Gödel completeness theorem, 148, 163ff, 174ff,

abstract, 190, failure for second-order logic, 279,

283

Gödel incompleteness theorems, see first

incompleteness theorem, second incompleteness

theorem

Gödel number, see code number of an expression

Gödel numeral, 220
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Gödel sentence, 225

Gödel–Berry formula, 228

Gödel–Chaitin formula, 228

Gödel–Grelling formula, 227

Gödel–Rosser sentence, 226

Gödel-style proof of Church’s theorem, 126, 132ff

Goldfarb, Warren, xiii

graph principle, first, 82, second, 96

graph relation of a function, 75

greatest common divisor, 86

Grelling or heterological paradox, 227

Guenthner, Franz, 341

halting, of a Turing machine, 26, in standard

configuration or position, 32, 91

halting function, 38f

halting problem, 40

Hare, Caspar, xiii

Harrington, Leo, see Paris–Harrington theorem

Henkin, Leon, 285; see also Henkin axioms, Henkin

sentence

Henkin axioms, 162, 164

Henkin sentence, 235

Herbrand, Jacques, see Herbrand–Church theorem,

Herbrand’s theorem

Herbrand’s theorem, 253ff

heterological or Grelling paradox, 227

Hilbert, David, 238; see also Hilbert’s thesis

Hilbert’s thesis, 185

Hindu–Arabic numerals, see decimal representation

homogeneous set, 320

horizontal section, 86

identifying nodes of a flow chart, 43

identity function(s), 5, 57, 64

identity of indiscernibles, 280

identity relation, 104, Whitehead–Russell definition

of, 281

identity symbol, 103, elimination of, 255ff

implication, logical, 101

implicit definability, 266

impredicative and predicative, 315f

incompleteness of second-order logic, see Gödel

completeness theorem, failure for second-order

logic

incompleteness theorems, see first incompleteness

theorem, second incompleteness theorem

inconsistent sentence or set, 148, theory, 191, in

modal logic, 328

individual symbol, see constant

individual variable, 278; see also variable

induction, mathematical, proof by, 212– 213,

complete, 213

induction axioms, 214, second-order, 283

induction hypothesis, 109

induction on complexity, proof by, 109ff

induction scheme, 214

induction step in a proof, 109, 213

infinitary Ramsey’s theorem, 321

infinity, axiom of, 282

instance of a formula, 112

interpolant, 261

interpolation theorem, see Craig interpolation

theorem, Lyndon interpolation theorem

interpretation of a language, 102, 103f, in modal

logic, 327

inverse function, 14

inversion lemma, 179f, 186

irrefutable, see consistent

isomorphism, 139ff

isomorphism lemma, 140

isomorphism type, 142

J, see pairing function

junction, see conjunction, disjunction

K (minimal system of modal logic), 328ff

Kant’s theorem, 269

Kleene normal form theorem, 94

Kleene, Steven Cole, 341; see also Kleene normal

form theorem, Kleene’s theorem

Kleene’s theorem, 82

Kochen, Simon, xiii

König’s lemma, 322ff

Kreisel, Georg, see Tennenbaum–Kreisel theorem

Kripke, Saul, xi; see also Kripke completeness

theorem

Kripke completeness theorems, 329ff

L∗, see language of arithmetic

L∗∗, see language of analysis

Lagrange’s theorem, 204, 213

Lambek, Joachim, see abacus

Lambek machine, see abacus

language, 103, empty, 103, meta-, 121, natural, 122f,

non-enumerable, 162f, object, 121, of analysis, 312,

of arithmetic, 103

leapfrog routine, 31

least common multiple, 86

least-number principle, 214

left introduction rules, 170

left movement of a Turing machine, 26

left number, 89

Leibniz’s law, 280

length function, 80

letterless sentence, 336, normal form theorem for, 336ff

level of a tree, 322f

Lewis, David, xiii

liar or Epimenides paradox, 106

linear order, 151f

lines or steps, 168

Löb, M. H., see Löb’s theorem

Löb’s theorem, 236

logarithm functions, 79
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logical consequence, see consequence

logical equivalence, see equivalence, logical

logical symbols, 102

Löwenheim, Leopold, see Löwenheim–Behmann

theorem, Löwenheim–Skolem theorem

Löwenheim–Behmann theorem, 270; see also

monadic logic

Löwenheim–Skolem theorem, 137, 147ff,

arithmetical, 305, 317f, and second-order logic,

279, 282, strong, 251, upward, 163

lower domain, 312

lower inequality, 297

lower part, 312

Lyndon, Roger, see Lyndon interpolation theorem

Lyndon interpolation theorem, 268

machine table, 26

Maltsev (Malcev), A. I., see compactness theorem

mathematical induction, proof by, see induction,

mathematical

matrix, 246

max function, 34

maximal principle, 163

McAloon, Kenneth, see Tennenbaum–McAloon

theorem

Mellema, Paul, xiii

metalanguage, 121

metalogical, 120

min function, 34

minimal arithmetic, see Q

minimal system of modal logic, see K

minimization, 60f, 70ff, bounded, 77

modal logic, 123, 327ff

modalized, 336

models, 137ff, existence of, 153ff, number of, 139ff,

size of, 137, in modal logic, 329ff; see also epsilon

model, non-standard model, standard model

modus ponens, 328

monadic predicates and monadic logic, 272ff

monadic represention of numbers, 24, modified, 63f

monotone function, 98

mop-up, 54ff

Mostowski, Andrzej, 341

multiplication, abacus computability of, 49, laws of,

218, Turing computability of, 29ff

N*, see standard model of arithmetic

N**, see standard model of analysis

name, see constant

natural language, 122f; see also Hilbert’s thesis

necessity (�), 328

necessitation, 328

negation (∼), 75, 102, 107, 327

negation normal form, 243f

n-generic, 291

nonconstructive proof, 182, 237f

nonlogical symbols, 103

nonstandard models, of analysis, 312ff, of arithmetic,

150f, 302ff

normal form, for sentences and sets, 243, conjunctive,

244, disjunctive, 244, full conjunctive and

disjunctive, 245, for letterless sentences, 336ff,

negation, 243f, prenex, 246, Skolem, 247f

normal form, for terms, 297

nullity problem, 132

numerals, see base-b representation, monadic or tally

representation

object language, 121

objectual quantifier, 117

official and unofficial notation, see abbreviation

omega-consistency and -inconsistency (ω-consistency

and -inconsistency), 217, 226

omega-model (ω-model), 313

one-to-one function, 14

onto function, 14

open formula, 103, 112

open term, 103

ordinal numbers, 210

ordinary language, see natural language

overspill, 147, 309

P (Peano arithmetic), 214–215

Padoa, Alessandro, see Padoa’s method

Padoa’s method, 267

pairing function (J ), 8f, 71

paradox, Berry, 227, Epimenides or liar, 106, 227,

Grelling or heterological, 227, Richard, 21f,

Russell’s, 285, Skolem, 252f

parentheses, 102, 109; see also abbreviation

parenthesis lemma, 109

Paris, Jeffrey, see Paris–Harrington theorem

Paris–Harrington theorem, 325, 341

partition, 143; see also Ramsey’s theorem

parity, 29

partial function, 7, recursive function, 71

Peano, Giuseppi, see P

Peano arithmetic, see P

Pendelbury, Michael J., xiii

pi (�) notation, 69

places, 103

positively semi-decidable, see semi-decidable

positively semi-definable, see semi-definable

possibility (♦), 328

power, see exponentiation

predecessor function, 69

predicate or relation symbol, 103, dyadic, 271, 275ff,

identity, 103, 255ff, monadic, 272ff

predicative and impredicative, 315f

prefix, 246

premiss of a rule, 169

prenex normal form, 246

Presburger arithmetic, see arithmetic without

multiplication
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Presburger, Max, see arithmetic without

multiplication

preservation upwards and downwards, 164f

prime decomposition, 13

primitive recursion, 58f, 67

primitive recursive functions, 67, 132ff, real numbers,

86, sets or relations, 73

print operation of a Turing machine, 26

probability measure, 301

product, see multiplication, pi notation

productivity, of a Turing machine, 42

projection functions, 64

proof by contradiction, 170, 238

proof by induction, see induction

proof procedure, 166ff

proof theory, 179

provability logic, 387; see also GL

provability predicate, 234, 335

provable (⊢), 191

power, see exponentiation

Putnam, Hilary, xiii

Q (minimal arithmetic), 207ff

Qin Jiushao (Ch’in Chiu-shao), see Chinese

remainder theorem

quadruples of a Turing machine, 26

quantifier, 102, bounded, 76, existential, 102, 107,

universal, 102, 107

Quine, Willard Van Orman, xiii

quotient function, 12, 61

R (Robinson arithmetic), 216ff

Rado, Tibor, see productivity

Ramsey, Frank Plumpton, see Ramsey’s theorem

Ramsey’s theorem, 319ff, glorified, 325, infinitary,

321

random access, 46

range of a function, 7

recursion, see primitive recursion

recursion equations, 67

recursive function, 61, 71, set or relation, 73

recursively enumerable sets, 96ff; see also

semi-recursive sets

recursively inseparable sets, 98

reduct, 247

reflexive relation, 143

refutation, refutability, 167ff; see also inconsistent

registers of an abacus, see box

regular function or relation, 71

Reidhaar-Olson, Lisa, 336

relation, 73, 104

relation symbol or predicate, 103

relation variable, 279

relatively prime, 86

relativized quantifiers, 296

relettering bound variables, 124

remainder function, 12, 61

representable, 207ff

Richard’s paradox, 21f

right introduction rules, 170

right movement of a Turing machine, 26

right number, 89

Robinson, Abraham, see Robinson’s joint

consistency theorem

Robinson arithmetic, see R

Robinson, Raphael, 341; see also R

Robinson’s joint consistency theorem, 264f

Rosser, J. Barkley, see Rosser sentence

Rosser sentence, 225

rudimentary formula, 204; see also existential-

rudimentary, universal-rudimentary

rudimentary function, 206

rule of inference, 169

Russell, Bertrand, see Russell’s paradox,

Whitehead–Russell definition of identity

Russell’s paradox, 285

S5, 340

Sambin, Giovanni, 336; see also De Jongh–Sambin

theorem

Santa Claus, 235

satisfaction of a formula, 117ff

satisfaction properties, 153f

satisfiable sentence or set, 120

Scanlon, T. M., xiii

scanned symbol, 25

scheme, see axiom scheme

Schur’s theorem, 325

scoring function, 40f

second graph principle, 96

second incompleteness theorem, 232ff

second-order logic, 279ff

section of a relation, see horizontal section,

vertical section

secures (⇒), 167f

Segerberg, Krister, see Segerberg completeness

theorem

Segerberg completeness theorem, 334

semantics of first-order logic, 114ff, distinguished

from syntax, 106

semi-decidable set or relation, effectively, 80,

recursively, see semi-recursive set or relation

semi-definable set or relation, 218

semi-recursive set or relation, 80ff; see also

recursively enumerable

sentence or closed formula, of first-order logic, 103,

112, of modal logic, 328, of second-order logic, 280

sentence letter, 103, 107, 114, 327

sentential logic, 301, 327

sequents and sequent calculus, 166ff

Shoenfield, J. R., 341

sigma (�) notation, 69

signature of an equivalence relation, 143, 151

size-n set, 320

Skolem, Thoralf, see Löwenheim–Skolem theorem,

Skolem normal form
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Skolem axioms, 248

Skolem expansion, 248

Skolem function symbol, 247

Skolem normal form, 247

Skolem paradox, 252f

Smith, Nicholas, xiii

Solovay, Robert, see Solovay completeness theorem

Solovay completeness theorem, 335

soundness, 148, 167, 174ff, in modal logic, 329,

arithmetical, 335

spectrum, 149

standard configuration or position, initial, 31, final or

halting, 32, 91

standard element of a non-standard model, 303

standard interpretation or model, of the language of

analysis, 312, of the language of arithmetic, 104

standing sentence, 169

state of a Turing machine, 25

steps or lines, 168

subformula, 111

subinterpretation or submodel, 249f, elementary,

251

subsentence, 112

substitution, of equivalents, 124

substitution of functions, see composition

substitution of functions in relations, 75

substitution of terms for variables, 188f, 195;

see also instance

substitution function, 84

substitutional quantification, 116

subterm, 111

successor function, 57, 64

successor step in proof by induction, see induction

step

sum, see addition, sigma notation

Sun Zi (Sun Tze), see Chinese remainder theorem

super-duper-exponentiation, 67

super-exponentiation (⇑), 66f

symmetric relation, 143

syntax of first-order logic, 106ff, distinguished from

semantics, 106

tally representation of numbers, see monadic

representation

Tarski, Alfred, 341; see also compactness theorem,

Tarski’s theorem, truth

Tarski’s definition of truth, see truth

Tarski’s theorem, 222

tautology and tautological consequence, 328

Tennenbaum, Stanley, see Tennenbaum’s theorem,

Tennenbaum–Kreisel and Tennenbaum–McAloon

theorems

Tennenbaum’s theorem, 302

Tennenbaum–Kreisel theorem, 306

Tennenbaum–McAloon theorem, 306

term, 103, 107, atomic, 107, closed, 103, 107,

denotation of, 115, open, 103, 107

term model, 155

theorem, of a first-order theory, 191, 263, in modal

logic, 328

theory, 191, 263, axiomatizable, 191, complete, 191,

consistent, 191, decidable, 191, finitely

axiomatizable, 191

Thomson, James, xiii

total function, 7

touring machines, 42

Tovey, Peter, xiii

Trakhtenbrot, Boris, see Trakhtenbrot’s theorem

Trakhtenbrot’s theorem, 135, 198

transfer theorem, see Löwenheim–Skolem theorem

transitive relation, 143

trees, 322ff

true analysis, see analysis

true arithmetic, see arithmetic

truth, definability of, 286ff; see also Tarski’s theorem

truth in an interpretation (|=), 114, for modal logic,

329

truth predicate, see Tarski’s theorem

truth tables, 255

truth value, 105

truth-functional compound, 244

truth-function satisfiability, 253

truth-functional valuation, 253, 327

Turing, Alan M., 239; see also Turing computability,

Turing machine, Turing’s thesis

Turing computability, 33

Turing machine, 25ff, 126ff, code number for, 36ff,

coding operations of, 88ff, simulation of abacus by,

51ff, universal, 44, 95f

Turing–Büchi proof of Church’s theorem, 126ff

Turing’s thesis, 33, 132; see also Church’s thesis

turnstile (⊢), 191, 328, double (|=), 114

two-sorted language, 312

unavoidable appeal to Church’s thesis, 83

unbarred, 262

uncomputability, 35ff

undecidability, of arithmetic, 222, essential, 222, of

first-order logic, see Church’s theorem

undecidable sentence, 224, theory, see decidable

theory

undefined, 6

unique readability lemma, 111, 123

universal closure, 208

universal function, 217

universal quantification (∀), 102, 107, bounded, 76

universal sentences and formulas, 165, 247

universal Turing machine, 44, 95f

universal-rudimentary (∀-rudimentary), 204

universe of discourse, see domain of an

interpretation

unofficial and official notation, see abbreviation

unsatisfiable, see satisfiable

upper domain, 312

upper inequality, 297

upward Löwenheim–Skolem theorem, 163
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valid sentence, 120, 327

valuation, truth-functional, 327, 253

value of a function, 4

van Heijenoort, Jean, 341

variable, 102, 106, bound and free, 111, individual

and second-order, 279

Vaught, Robert, see Vaught’s test

Vaught’s test, 147

vertical section, 86

Wang, Hao, see coding operations of a Turing

machine

Wang coding, see coding operations of Turing

machine

wedge (∨), 76, 102, 107, 372

Whitehead, Alfred North, see Whitehead–Russell

definition of identity

Whitehead–Russell definition of identity, 281

zero function, 57, 64

zero step in proof by induction, see base step

Zeus, 19f, 23, 235, 321

ZFC, 278

zig-zag enumeration, 7
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